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welcome to weicheng new material technology development co.,ltd..we are one of the best supplier of automotive plastics,plastic
pipes, new polymer materials,new solar cell&lpar;qc&rpar;,and other products to the automotive,

architecture,construction,energetic,food and plastics industries.our company is a contract manufacturer,and we have four service lines
for contract manufacturing.they are:pvc tubes,pvc pipes,injection molding,and extrusion. our production lines are equipped with high
precision and high productivity,and our main supplies are made in taiwan,and some in japan,hong kong,germany,and poland.we have

advanced test facilities to provide our customers with design and color matching,and we have a large capacity equipment with an
experienced team.we will continue to provide new products and services for our customers,and we will continue to lead the way in the
field of new polymer materials in china. however, there are a lot of computers with the same ip address and mac address. it is not so

difficult to find out the computers and dynamic ip address and mac address of them, because dhcp protocol for distributing ip address
is widely used in homes and small companies. you can also use a tool called arpwatch in windows operating system to check the ip
addresses of all your computers in one computer in your network. with multiple computers, we need an extra tool called mahcppt to
extract mac address of all computers. when you find the mac address and the ip address of the computer and users, you need to do
some config in router and/or switch to prevent users changing the ip address or mac address. the following is how you can setup ip-

mac binding with wfilter.
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shandong dazheng new material technology co., ltd.
is a high-tech enterprise professional in r&d,
production and sales of energy saving and

environment friendly plastic pipes and new polymer
materials. the company is located at no. 2798

yongjun road, weicheng district,weifang
city,shandong province,china, founded in 1996 with a
registered capital of rmb 101.06 million, and covering
an area of 100,000 square meters. through more than
two decades of development, the company has now

one senior r&d engineer, 27 middle ranking of
engineering technicians, six plastic technicians and
seven r&d employees. wordpress is a free and open-
source software package for publishing a personal
weblog or online newspaper. the software can be

installed on one or more web servers and is typically
installed on a site’s main web server. version 3.0 of
wordpress was released on may 5, 2004. the first

beta of wordpress 2.0 was released on june 7, 2005.
the final version 2.9 was released on april 5, 2006. on
december 15, 2006, wordpress 2.0.1 became the first

major release of wordpress since version 2.0 was
released. wordpress 3.0 was released on december

15, 2009. the most basic wp is a static blogging
platform. all the files are uploaded on the server, and
it is possible to add a front-end for the user. you can
add new post, upload new pictures, upload videos,

and edit existing posts with this type of wordpress. if
you want to create a website for business or a

professional site, a wordpress platform would be a
good solution. the most important thing about

wordpress is that it is free and open source.more
information, please check wfilter enterprise.
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